Autolantibodies, immune complexes, and complement, which are directly involved in the pathogenesis of the disease, have been studied extensively.5 6 The value of measuring anti-double stranded DNA antibodies to assess disease activity is controversial: in some studies a good correlation has been found between titres of anti-double stranded DNA antibodies and disease severity,7 8 and C3d results were expressed as percentages of a 100% C4d and C3d standard, obtained by exhaustive activation of complement through the classical pathway. Serial dilutions of the standard provided the C4d and C3d reference curves against which test samples were read.
C4 and C3 measurement Serum concentrations of C4 and C3 were determined by laser nephelometry, using specific antisera (Behring) in a Behring laser nephelometer, according to the manufacturer's instructions. Results were expressed in g/l.
As the initial concentration of intact complement components may influence the levels of their fragments the C4d/C4 and C3d/C3 ratios were calculated, to obtain indices of complement activation independent of the concentration of parent molecules. These ratios correlate positively with the in vivo fractional catabolic rate of C4 and C3. 15 26 Statistical analysis The mean values of complement indices of patients and controls were compared by the Student's t test.
The mean values of the three patient subgroups and of controls were compared using an analysis of variance (ANOVA) method. This approach also allowed a test for linear trend over the four groups. The ANOVA method is a global significance test, which evaluates whether there is evidence to contradict the null hypothesis that all the groups are equivalent. Thus ANOVA represents an extension of the t test when the number of groups compared exceeds two. Moreover, within the ANOVA To combat the problem of unequal variances logarithmic transformations of C4d, C4d/C4, C3d, and C3d/C3 values were used throughout the study.
To ascertain whether the difference in the female/ male ratio and in the mean age between patients and controls could affect the results statistical analysis was repeated by considering female subjects only, and with all the subjects divided into groups by age (630 years, >30 years).
Statistical computations were performed using the statistical package for the social sciences (SPSS) on the University of London Computer Centre's Amdahl 5980/300. Table 1 and Fig. 1 (Table 1) . Only the C4 activation indices C4d and C4d/C4 increased in proportion to the grade of disease activity, however-that is, C4d and C4d/C4 values were higher in the most active group (group 3) than in group 2, in group 2 they were higher than in group 1, and in group 1 they were higher than in controls (Fig. 1) . Patients had lower levels of C4 and higher levels of C3 than controls (C4: t=1-71, p<0-05; C3: t=2-38, p<0.01), but no correlation was found between C4 and C3 levels and grades of disease activity. Similar results were obtained when data were reanalysed by dividing the subjects either by sex or age. In particular, the linear trends for C4d and C4d/C4 were observable for women alone, and for both those aged below and those aged over 30.
Results

Discussion
The present study demonstrates the value of measuring activation of the fourth complement component to assess disease activity in systemic lupus erythematosus. This is important as many of the previously described laboratory measurements do not accurately reflect disease activity in SLE. SLE is considered to be the prototypic human immune complex disease27 as its clinical manifestations result from the tissue damage caused by formation and deposition of antigen-antibody complexes.5 A potential marker of clinical activity should therefore be related to this central pathogenic feature. A correlation between disease activity and complement activation was found by measuring indices of C3 cleavage, with C3d and C3d/C3 increasing with the grades of disease activity. When the patients were stratified in subgroups according to their clinical condition, however, the C3 indices of activation failed to discriminate between groups, in agreement with a previous report.20 This 
